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Chapter 1: Introduction
It has not been uncommon in the history of Western Music for there to be a debate among
composers, philosophers, and enthusiasts over which compositional style will eventually be
established as the representative of that era’s music. History has shown, from the War of the
Romantics in the mid-nineteenth Century, to the explosion of diverse genres in the twentieth
century, that there is rarely a clear winner in these debates. In fact, in his 1967 work Music, the
Arts, and Ideas, Leonard B. Meyer predicted there would not be a single style to emerge
victorious, rather that every style will continue to exist in a constant state of flux, which would
later be labeled as the cornerstone of Postmodern musical thought. 1 Nearly fifty years later, the
diversity Meyer predicted still allows composers to choose a style or two in which they find the
most interest. However, in many cases, this diversity is not only limited to composers, but to
individual works as well. Postmodern composers, including Alfred Schnittke and Frederic
Rzewski, wrote music that combined many of these styles into individual pieces, in order to
express their own intentions. In order to do so, these composers had to have a firm grasp of
several different styles of writing to combine them into cohesive musical thoughts.
This combination of styles is the foundation of, Concerto Sonata for Alto Saxophone and
Piano, to which this thesis is a companion. This document will examine how the postmodern
mindset is utilized to apply a variety of compositional styles into the language heard in Concerto.
These styles are derived from primary and secondary influences from a variety of works and
composers. The work’s influences that will be referenced in this thesis are as follows:

1 Leonard B. Meyer. Music, The Arts, And Ideas: Patterns And Predictions In Twentieth-century Culture. Chicago

University Of Chicago Press, 1967

Primary Influences
-

Franz Liszt: Scherzo and March (1851)

-

Bela Bartok: Violin Concerto No. 2 (1938)

-

Frederic Rzewski: The People United Will Never Be Defeated! (1975)

Secondary Influences
-

Felix Mendelssohn: Violin Concerto (1844)

-

Franz Liszt: Sonata in B Minor (1852)

-

Bela Bartok: String Quartet No. 1 (1909)

-

Philip Glass: Violin Concerto (1987) and Metamorphosis (1989)

-

Alfred Schnittke: Klavierquartett (1988) and Cadenzas to Beethoven’s Violin
Concerto (1975)

Non-specific influences
-

12-tone technique

-

Jazz language

The following four chapters each discuss a different element of the work. Chapter two
focuses on the structure of the work. This chapter will define the forms and important points in
each movement, as well as the specific structural influences each movement draws f rom. Chapter
3 includes both a tonal and an atonal harmonic analysis of the work. While this chapter is by no
means an exhaustive analysis of every tonal and atonal event in the work, it provides insight
towards the various tonal and atonal compositional techniques heard throughout the work.
Chapter four is more of a continuation of chapter 3, as it examines and analyzes poly-stylistic
passages in Concerto Sonata. These passages use multiple compositional techniques from
several different styles to present a composite language. Chapter 5 examines the various means

by which the concerto creates variation out of its melodic and thematic information. These
means include tonal, atonal, or a combination of the two. The final chapter will close the
discussion of the work with an overview of its stylistic content and the aesthetic intentions for its
diverse compositional language.
This document is intended as a companion to Concerto Sonata, for composers or those
interested in music theory and analysis to better und erstand the work’s intricate details. Not
every event in the work is discussed in this document, and many stones are left unturned. Despite
this, the document identifies all of the necessary techniques, as well as their sources, used to
create the work.

Chapter 2: Structural Elements and Influences
Many works can be defined by the formal structures that make them up. For example, a
sonata is recognized by a specific sequence of events (exposition, development, recapitulation).
Despite many of these forms dating back to the classical era and earlier, many twentieth-century
composers still adhered to these structures, including Stravinsky, Schoenberg, and Bartok.
Throughout history, composers have adjusted traditional forms to suit their own needs. For
example, Franz Liszt would often insert forms within sub-structures of other forms. The structure
of Scherzo and March, which will be explored later in this chapter for its relation to Concerto
Sonata, is one example of Liszt’s many works containing forms within forms. Though Liszt’s
music was often criticized with descriptions such as “blind noise,” careful study of his works
would actually show a meticulous amount of care.2
The formal structure of Concerto Sonata is incredibly relevant to the harmonic, melodic,
and stylistic elements that contribute to the surface understanding of the work. In order to truly
explain these elements, a full grasp of the forms of each movement, as well as the smaller forms
within them, is required. Each movement’s formal structures are directly connected to either
traditional forms or one of the work’s primary influences. The first movement is a sonata form,
with structures that draw influence from the violin concertos of Felix Mendelssohn and Bela
Bartok. The second movement is a binary form with a coda that alludes to the first section. The
third movement shares its form with Liszt’s Scherzo and March, both in large structure and substructures.

2 Alan Walker. "Franz Liszt: The Weimar Years, 1848–1861." Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1989, p. 156-7. This

specific criticism was said by Clara Schumann concerning Liszt’s Sonata in B Minor

Movement 1

Figure 1: The overall structure of Concerto Sonata for Alto Saxophone and Piano. The square "Primary Structure Points"
identify the large structural elements, while the circled "Secondary Structure Points" identify the sub-structures that
make up each section of the form.

Sonata form has been referred to as the “first movement form,” as it is a common form
for the first movements of classical and romantic symphonies, concertos, and chamber works.
One of the most important differences between a concerto sonata form and a symphonic or
chamber sonata form is the inclusion of a cadenza near the end of the movement. The first
movement of Concerto Sonata for Saxophone and Piano has a standard concerto sonata form
(figure 1). It follows the standard large structure of Exposition – Development – Recapitulation
with no alterations. This movement, while containing a traditional form, shows the most
similarities to the first and second violin concertos of Felix Mendelssohn and Bela Bartok,
respectively. These similarities can be found through structural analyses of the various subsections of the movement.
The first movement begins with two measures of the tonic, before the theme of the first
tonal area begins in the saxophone part. This is similar to Mendelssohn’s and Bartok’s concerti,
the latter of which contains six measures of tonic expansion. 3 Following the theme is a series of
modal and harmonic continuations, a build in intensity, and two measures of what is labeled
3 Bela Bartok. Violin Concerto No. 2 (London: Boosey & Hawkes Music Publishers, 1941)

“quasi cadenza,” leading into a repeat of the primary theme by the accompaniment at measure
34. While the Mendelssohn concerto has a similar structure of solo theme – tonic expansion –
ensemble theme, this specific series of passages is derived from the same type of passage in
Bartok’s first tonal area. In all three concerti, the tutti theme leads directly into a transitional
passage, which is much shorter in Concerto Sonata than the other two concertos.
The second tonal area of a sonata form is typically contrasting to the first – this is the
case in all three concertos as well. Concerto Sonata relates closer to Mendelssohn’s romantic,
major theme, rather than the dodecaphonic theme employed by Bartok. An important distinction
between the second tonal areas of Concerto Sonata and Mendelssohn’s concerto, as well as
traditional sonata form, is the key of the passage. Traditionally, the second tonal area of a sonata
in a minor key is in the relative major, as the Mendelssohn concerto supports.4 However, in
Concerto Sonata, the second tonal area is the Neapolitan Major key of E. This will be elaborated
further in the next chapter. The second tonal area leads directly to the exposition’s coda, which
also shares structural and harmonic similarities to Mendelssohn’s. Both codas feature various
modulations and thematic sections before finally arriving at a cadence in the key of the second
tonal area. Neither cadence actually resolves, but instead lead directly into the development.
The development of Concerto Sonata’s first movement is unique among the three, as
most of it is a cadenza. This differs from Bartok’s cadenza, which takes place just before the
final coda, and is similar to Mendelssohn’s, which occurs just before the recapitulation.
However, the development before the cadenza in Concerto Sonata is only 17 measures long,
while the cadenza itself is 95 measures – almost a third of the length of the entire movement. In
fact, structurally, the cadenza has more in common with Alfred Schnittke’s cadenza to the

4 Felix Mendelssohn. Concerto for Violin (Paris: Durand & Co, 1916)

Beethoven Violin Concerto, also discussed in the following chapter, than with either of the other
primary influences. Both cadenzas have three distinct sections, each signified by a different
compositional style.5
While harmonic elements that define these styles will be thoroughly discussed in the next
sections, these stylistic changes are integral to the organization of the cadenza’s three parts. The
three sections of the cadenza signify a progression from atonal, to tonal, and finally to a
combination of the two elements. The combination of the two styles in the final section of the
cadenza begins at measure 182, which is approximately two thirds of the movement. This is used
not only to reference the golden ratio, but also to highlight the importance of stylistic diversity
within the work. The cadenza ends in a manner similar to Schnittke’s cadenza and leads directly
into the recapitulation, this time heard in the piano while the saxophone provides
accompaniment. This returns the influence of the movement to Mendelssohn’s concerto, where
the same procedure can be heard.
The first tonal area of the recapitulation is structurally identical to the first iteration of the
theme in the exposition, though the final cadence of the theme is adjusted to lead into a new
transition. This reflects the first tonal area of Mendelssohn’s recapitulation: The two exclude the
harmonic expansions heard in their respective expositions. Following a much shorter transition,
the second tonal area is heard, this time staying true to the traditional sonata form by remaining
in the tonic key. Similar to the exposition, the second tonal area cadences directly into an
expanded coda, which features a sudden change into the minor key in the same manner as the
Mendelssohn concerto. The extended coda features the same structural elements as the
exposition’s coda, but includes elements heard in the development and changes certain passages

5 Alfred Schnittke. Cadenzas to Beethoven’s Violin Concerto (Hamburg: Musikverlag Hans Sikorski, 1980)

by harmonic or rhythmic means. The movement concludes similarly to the Mendelssohn
concerto, through an intense passage in the solo instrument ending their part, and a brief
extension of the final cadence in the accompaniment.
Movement II
The second movement’s form is quite simply a binary form with a coda. However, like
the cadenza of the first movement, much of its structural information is necessitated by its
harmonic content. While this content will be further elaborated in the next two sections, the
harmonic and structural elements combined contribute to the form of the movement more than
either of the two alone.
The second movement of Concerto Sonata acts as a bridge not only between the first and
third movements, but also between tonal and atonal styles. While the first and third movements
weave between styles fluidly, the second movement’s binary form offers two incredibly
contrasting sections. The first section is atonal, and expands on the 12-tone row heard in the
development of the first movement. The second section is tonal, featuring a revival of the second
tonal area of the first movement, before presenting new material. This section is cut short by an
intense introduction to the coda, which reflects the first section, before the movement fades into
a single note on the piano, which is marked “attacca” into the final movement. Figure 2 shows
these specific sections as well as their lengths. The duration of each section is important to the
movement’s binary form, as the two contrasting sections are traditionally of similar lengths. As
evidenced by the figure, the first section (26 mesaures) and the second section (28 meaures) are
roughly the same duration.

Structure Points in Movement 2 of Concerto Sonata
Name

Measure Number

Duration

Section 1 - Atonal

1

26

Section 2 – Tonal

27

28

Coda

55

9

Figure 2 – Structure Points in Movement 2 of Concerto Sonata. These structure
points show the similar lengths between the two contrasting sections.

This divide between the atonal first section and the tonal second section is the primary
reason a binary form was utilized in this movement. It symmetrically divides the entire work,
and bridges the atonal and tonal realms. Finally, the transitions between the first and second
sections, and the second section and the coda are nearly nonexistent, as the stylistic changes
occur very suddenly. This was done purposefully as a means of turning away from standard
expectations and presenting a feeling of incompletion, particularly in the tonal section. This
incompletion is readdressed in the final movement, which is structurally more complex than
either of the first two movements.
Movement 3
The third movement shares its form with Franz Liszt’s Scherzo and March. In the 1850’s,
during his years in Wiemar, Liszt began experimenting with larger forms in order to create
complex, monumental works that incorporated a variety of forms within. These works included
Grand Concert Solo, Sonata in B Minor, and Scherzo and March.6 The last of these is a scherzo
and trio form (ABA’), in which the A section is a sonata, the B section is a march instead of a

6 Further reading on Liszt’s Wiemar years can be found in the second part of Alan Walker’s biography on the

composer

trio, and the A’ section begins with a recapitulation of the sonata, but is interrupted by a variation
of the march theme, leading into the coda.7

Figure 3 – The overall structures of Scherzo and March and Movement 3 of Concerto Sonata. These two graphs show the
similarities of their structures, such as the use of three large sections (A sonata, a contrasting section, and a
recapitulation), and their resulting secondary and tertiary sections.

Despite some differences in small structural elements, the overall structure of the third
movement of Concerto Sonata is the same. The first section is a sonata form, the second section
also replaces the typical trio of a traditional scherzo with one derived from minimalism and jazz
(titled “Minim”), and the third recapitulates the first and second sections before concluding with
an exciting finale. While figure 3 makes the primary and secondary structural similarities clear

7 Franz Liszt. Scherzo and March (London: G.M. Meyer, 1854)

between the two pieces, the tertiary structures offer just as much insight not only on Scherzo and
March’s influence to the final movement of Concerto Sonata, but also to the importance of each
section to the movement and the work as a whole, including the definition of its title “Scherzo”
or “Joke”.

Figure 4 – The “Scherzo” sections of Scherzo and March and Movement 3 of Concerto Sonata. This shows the similar
sonata structures of the two, with the primary differences in the development.

The first primary structure in both works is the scherzo. In both works, the scherzo is a
sonata form, though Concerto Sonata features an introduction that begins where the “attacca”
from the previous movement left off (figure 4). Unlike the sonata from the first movement, the
first tonal area of the scherzo contains no expansion, and is presented following the introduction.
The expositions of both sonatas continue as a standard sonata form would; the transition after the
first tonal area progresses to the second tonal area in the dominant key. In Concerto, the second

tonal area receives two iterations, the first performed by the saxophone with accompaniment, and
the second by solo piano. The second iteration directly leads to the coda, which derives its
melodic and harmonic material from Liszt’s work.
The main structural difference between the two works comes in its development, though
there are still clear similarities. Both developments are in three parts, in which the first part acts
as an introduction to the middle, more important section, and finally leading to an outro and
retransition. The first part of Liszt’s work is, in fact, a false recapitulation. However, since this
was used in the first movement, an introduction that develops several of the primary thematic
motives of the movement as well as the entire work was created instead. Both introductions lead
into the second section of the development. In Liszt’s case, this is a four-part fugue on the
second tonal area. In the case of Concerto Sonata, the middle section calls back to the tonal
theme of the second movement, in which was denied a cadence by an abrupt return to atonality.
In the third movement, though, the theme returns in the piano while the saxophone provides
accompaniment (which will be further elaborated in the melodic variation chapter), until the final
measures, in which both instruments provide the cadence. However, as a sort of tongue-in-cheek
nod to the previous movement, the final cadence is delayed by a grand pause, before successfully
completing the cadence. This leads directly to the outro of the development, which acts as a tonal
counterpart to the development’s atonal introduction, further reestablishing the link to the
Atonal-Tonal progression of the second movement.
Where Liszt’s retransition more subtly leads into the recapitulation by means of a
thinning of texture and the return of the first tonal area, Concerto Sonata’s retransition is more
bombastic, and features heavy chromaticism before the recapitulation suddenly emerges. Both
recapitulations operate as a standard sonata would, in which the first tonal area is mostly the

same and the second tonal area is in the tonic key instead of the dominant. However, in Concerto
Sonata, the transition between the two tonal areas is completely different from the exposition’s
transition, as it instead incorporates further callbacks to the previous two movements. The
second tonal area in the recapitulation is only heard once instead of the two times in the
exposition, in which the theme is shared between the saxophone and the piano in unison. The
coda is also the same as it was in the exposition, though the key is in the tonic as a traditional
sonata would. In Liszt’s work the scherzo concludes on the tonic, while Concerto Sonata
modulates in the final notes of the section, leading into the next section.
The middle sections of both works feature a deeply contrasting, slower, repetitive passage
that seems to exist as its own piece entirely. However, that is the only similarity between the two
sections. Liszt’s middle section is a march that gradually builds in intensity and virtuosity over
time. This passage is embellished with transitional passages and variations of the primary theme.
In contrast, Concerto Sonata’s middle section draws influence from repetitive, minimalist
structures, and also includes a passage of improvisation (Figure 5). In fact, this section’s contrast
is meant to be so great in order to cause a sense of irrelevance in the listener. This is important to
the Scherzo’s “joke.”
The Minim section begins from where the Scherzo modulated with a brief introduction.
This introduction sets up not only the new key, but also the rhythmic figure that drives the entire
Minim section. The bulk of the content is divided into two sections, each with their own
harmonic sequence. The first section features a theme and two repeats of 32 measures. This
passage is divided into two 16-measure passages, the first alternating between two chords, and
the second with a much more defined chord progression and four bars of a I 6/4 that does not
resolve. The first and second time this passage is heard, the saxophone plays the theme the same

way, while the piano becomes more embellished and technical on the repeat. In the third version
of this passage, the soloist is instructed to improvise over the given chord changes, while the
melody moves to the piano in a rhythmically and technically challenging variation. The cadential
I 6/4 in this variation resolves to a dominant chord to signify the start of the second section.

Figure 5 – Structural elements of the middle section “Minim” of Concerto Sonata. The tertiary structure points in section
1 are spaced 32 measures apart, while the structure points in section 2 and the outro are spaced 16 measures apart.

This second section’s repeats are only 16 measures, and involve a repeated, descending
bass line that is a direct homage to several works by Philip Glass. In the first sequence, the
saxophone plays a single note while the piano introduces the new harmonic pattern. In the
second sequence, the saxophone plays a more involved 8-measure melody that repeats as the
piano part increases in rhythmic complexity. The third sequence involves the same melody an
octave higher while the piano continues its rhythmic build. The final sequence also acts as an
outro to the Minim section, as it modulates to a different key, and drives the rhythm into the
recapitulation of the scherzo.
The recapitulations of both Scherzo and March and Concerto Sonata begin with their
respective openings (Figure 6). However, Concerto Sonata’s introduction cuts short at a
climactic point to lead back into the first tonal area of the sonata form. The recapitulation

presents itself as if it were the original scherzo, with the first tonal area and a transition that bears
similarities to the transition from the exposition. However, it is in this transition that both works
suddenly burst in excitement, and lead to a dissonant climax brings the piece to a loud halt. 8

Figure 6 – The recapitulations of Scherzo and March and Movement 3 of Concerto Sonata. Both movements feature
recapitulations of the previous two sections through either the delay or removal of the second tonal area of the sonata
form.

From the fading dissonance emerges the theme from the middle sections of both works,
but harmonically varied, before finally being heard not only in their correct variation, but also in
the key of the piece’s tonic. If the entire third movement were a joke, as its title implies, then this
recapitulation would be the punch line, as it brings the seemingly irrelevant section full circle,
8 This passage serves as a double-reference. Not only is it derived from Liszt’s Scherzo and March, but the use of

cluster chords rising into a loud dissonance that fades into a silence is also a reference to the climax of Alfred
Schnittke, Klavierquartett (Hamberg: H. Sikorski, 1989), in which a similar passage can be heard.

and uses the rhythmic material from it to drive forward into the conclusion. The conclusion of
the movement first feature the sonata’s coda, where Scherzo and March returns to the second
tonal area, before both works drive into an exciting finale.
Conclusion
These structural elements are incredibly important to the general understanding of the
work. In order to fully grasp the stylistic decisions made in the composition of Concerto Sonata,
it is important to know where each of these decisions were made. More often than not, the
diverse harmonic and melodic changes coincide with important structural events that each
movement’s forms present. Through these forms and the events they contain, Concerto Sonata
for Alto Saxophone and Piano weaves through a thoroughly organized web of tonal and atonal
harmonies and melodies, from a wide range of musical eras, all of which will be discussed in the
next sections.

Chapter 3: Harmonic Analysis and Influences
The term “postmodernism” has always had contradictory definitions in regards to its
philosophical and aesthetic specifications. It is generally considered to be a rejection of
modernist tendencies and intellectual complexity in order to embrace a more open-minded
approach to music. Aesthetically, this usually results in a musical awareness of both traditional
and modernist styles in order to create works that juxtapose the two.9 For composers who wrote
with a specific philosophical mindset, these juxtapositions often served a deeper purpose. Alfred
Schnittke, for example, combined styles to either display a sense of irony and humor, or to
express feelings of conflict and isolation.10 On the other hand, Frederic Rzewski’s works usually
used similar juxtapositions in order to make specific statements, such as the politically fueled
variations of The People United Will Never Be Defeated (1975).
While the philosophical intentions of postmodernism typically differ among composers,
the stylistic combination of multiple harmonic languages remains a primary feature of the music
in varying extents and procedures. In Concerto Sonata for Alto Saxophone and Piano, these
languages derive from a wide variety of influences. The tonal idioms in the work are primarily
influenced by traditional harmonic practice, the chromatic writing of Franz Liszt, and
progressions commonly heard in jazz and popular music. Oppositely, the work’s atonal styles are
inspired by the modal style of Bela Bartok, Arnold Schoenberg’s 12-tone writing, and the use of
pitch-class theory. Not only does Concerto Sonata speak these individual languages fluently, but
also combines them to create a composite, postmodern language.

9 Jann Pasler, "Postmodernism." In Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online
10 For more information on Schnittke’s musical philosophies in his own words, see Alfred Schnittke, Et al. A

Schnittke Reader. Bloomington : Indiana University Press, 2002.

As with any language, it is important to understand the foundations of Concerto Sonata’s
diverse vocabulary in order to reveal the harmonic functions of these integrations. In this section,
the work’s tonal and atonal realms will be harmonically analyzed and discussed independently.
This will include structural harmonic analyses and discussions of specific compositional
techniques from each compositional idiom, including examples that can be directly compared to
the influences listed in the previous paragraph. Following the two analyses, the techniques used
to integrate these languages, as well as their influences, will be analyzed and discussed.
Tonal Analysis
Concerto Sonata relies most heavily on tonal tradition, whether it is in its standard
harmonic language or as a means of organizing pitch centers. Since most the work’s tonal
language follows closely to traditional practice, it would be irrelevant to discuss every instance
of tonality. Instead, examples of the various styles of tonality – including baroque, classical,
chromatic, modal, jazz, and minimal – will be discussed. To elaborate further on these tonal
elements, they will be compared to the techniques of specific composers and styles. Most of
these styles can be found in the exposition and development of the first movement. For this
reason, the tonal elements contained within this movement will be elaborated chronologically.
Finally, specific examples from the second and third movements will be discussed.
The first movement of Concerto Sonata explores the relationship between the tonic key
of Eb minor and the Neapolitan key of E (or Fb) major. This is evident in the first four measures
of the primary melody (Figure 7). The first tonal area of the form features aspects of both
traditional harmony as well as Bartok’s modal writing. In Figure 7, the stated chords indicate the
harmony of the measures, but their scales suggest modal writing. In measure three, the i chord of
Eb minor is actually heard in the dorian mode rather than a harmonic or melodic minor key, as

evidenced by the Db in the saxophone part in measure 3. In measure 5, the chord changes to the
Neapolitan (N) chord of Fb major. In reality, by lowering the second scale d egree, the mode has
shifted to Fb lydian. The next four measures return to Eb lydian to complete the first phrase.

Figure 7 – Measures 3-6 of Concerto Sonata featuring the thematic relationship between Eb and Fb, as
well as their modal interactions in the primary tonal area.

The second phrase begins with the same chord structure as measures 3-6. On the second
time through the phrase there are two more mode shifts. Following the lydian measures, the Bb
lowers by step to change the mode to A lydian with an A major chord. This is succeeded
immediately by an altered mode of Ab mixolydian with a flat 6. The modal progression of this
passage can be found in Figure 8.

Figure 8 – A harmonic summary of the modal changes in measures 11-18 in Concerto sonata. Each measure in
the figure represents two measures in the work. The circles highlight the notes that are adjusted from the
previous measure to create the new mode.

These modal elements are primarily found in the works of Bartok, including Violin
Concerto No. 2, String Quartet No. 1, and Music for Strings, Percussion, and Celeste, in which

changes in mode could be considered analogous to chord changes in traditional harmony. 11
Bartok’s modal influence persists throughout Concerto Soanta, in which many of the modal
techniques used share a direct link to Bartok’s writing. Several of these techniques will be
discussed in the next chapter on melodic and thematic variation.
Leading into the “quasi-cadenza,” measure 26 shifts from modal harmony into a more
traditional progression, as seen in figure 9. This progression, though brief, begins in Gb major,
uses a pivot modulation to prepare a dominant chord in Fb major, and respells a dominant 7th
chord as a German augmented sixth to shift back to a half cadence in Eb minor. This half
cadence sets up the short cadenza over a Bb dominant chord.

Figure 9 – The piano part in measures 26 – 30 of Concerto Sonata. This passages uses two pivot chord
modulations in quick succession in order to shift back to the original tonic of Eb minor.

These sorts of modulations find influence not only from standard harmonic practice, but
also from the chromatic writing of Franz Liszt, whose transitional passages included similar uses
of fast pivot modulations in succession of one another. One such passage can be found in the
fugue of Scherzo and March, just before the third voice enters. This passage begins in B minor
and modulates via G major chord – used as a Neapolitan chord – to cadence in F# minor. This
cadence is short-lived, as the new tonic is used as a iiø to modulate to E minor. The two voices
11 For more information on the compositional style of Bela Bartok, see Ernő Lendvai. Béla Bartók: An Analysis Of

His Music. London: Kahn & Averill, 1971.

have a similar cadence, before the E minor chord is revealed to be the iv of B minor by preceding
an F# dominant chord. This leads to the third voice’s entrance in the original key of B minor
(Figure 10). These sorts of modulations were prevalent in Liszt’s works, and serve as a key
influence in the chromatic writing of Concerto Sonata.

Figure 10 – Measures 204-210 of Franz Liszt, Scherzo and March. Between the second and third entrances
of the fugue are three brief pivot chord modulations, which share similarities to the types of chromatic
modulations found in Concerto Sonata.

Following the repeat of the first tonal area’s theme, the transition combines tonal and
atonal writing, ending with a brief chromatic solo passage leading to the second tonal area in E
major. This contradicts standard sonata form, in which the second tonal area would either be in
the dominant or relative major keys. This harmonic decision further highlights the thematic
relationship between Eb and E. The second tonal area is inspired by a bossa nova, with the
rhythmic emphases on beat 1 and the off-beats of 2 and 3. Harmonically, the section shares much
of its vocabulary with jazz, especially in its chord voicing and the use of various ii-V-I patterns.
The first eight measures feature a cycle of fifths progression – two measures of E Major
resolving to two measures of A major, followed by a repeat a whole step down of D Major to G

Major. The melody played over this cycle by the saxophone is also one of the recurring motives
throughout the entire work, along with the progression in which it is accompanied (Figure 11).
This will be elaborated further in the next section.

Figure 11 – The first eight measures of the second tonal area (measures 64-70) of Concerto Sonata, cycling
through fifths starting on E Major. The bossa-inspired rhythm in the piano part is also evident in this passage.
This is one of the recurring themes of the entire work.

The second tonal area concludes first by a progression of iiø7 – V7 – im7 – VI maj7 in C# minor, a
progression heard in many jazz standards including Autumn Leaves and Black Orpheus, followed
by a progression of iim7 – V7 – I in E major. This sequence of chords, usually expanded to the
ninth, paired with the pseudo-bossa style employed gives the second tonal area the appearance of
a jazz song inserted into a work that was primarily modal and atonal until that point.

Following the second tonal area’s cadence in E major, the coda modulates through
various keys with thematic material from the previous section, including another cycle of fifths
beginning on C# minor, or the vi in E major. This cycle leads to an avoided cadence from B 7b9
with an added 11th to Co7 , which is then raised chromatically by step to C# o7 . This chord is then
enharmonically used as a German augmented sixth with a raised root in E Major, to return to a
I 6/4 chord, leading into a deliberately traditional-sounding I 6/4 – V 7 (Figure 12). The substitution
of a fully diminished seventh chord for an adjusted German augmented sixth is not without
precedence.

Figure 12 – A harmonic summary of the chord structure of measures 90-97 of Concerto Sonata. The third chord of
this passage involves a German Augmented Sixth with a raised root, creating a German diminished chord.

In order to adjust a V 7 into a viio7 , the root only needs to be raised a semitone.
Harmonically, the two chords serve the same dominant function. With this in mind, it would be
plausible to adjust a German augmented sixth chord, which can be enharmonically respelled as
V7 chord, in the same manner. Franz Liszt employed this technique, as well as many others
involving the viio7 , to create highly chromatic modulations that could weave seamlessly between
keys and chords. In Sonata in B minor, there are many instances in which Liszt used the same
fully diminished chord to serve multiple harmonic functions in quick succession.12 Figure 13

12 Franz Liszt, Sonata In B Minor (Leipzig: Breitkopf und Härtel, 1854)

shows only one instance at the end of the primary melody. In this example the first two viio7
chords (A#-C#-E-G) are used not as dominants to B minor, but instead as adjusted German
augmented sixth chords to E minor. Here the E and G are common tones and the A# and C#,
which would be a C natural were the chord a regular German augmented sixth, resolve to B. The
procedure for these two measures is repeated in the next two measures, where a vii o /V (E#-G#B-D) is used as an adjusted German augmented sixth to B minor. In this chord, the G# is
adjusted from the original German chord’s G natural. In the fifth measure of this passage, the
same diminished chord as before is heard. Here, the B lowers by a semitone to respell the chord
as Bb-D-F-Ab, the dominant chord to the next passage in Eb minor (Figure 13).

Figure 13 – Measures 40- 45 or Franz Liszt, Sonata in B Minor. This passage shows Liszt’s use of German
Diminished chords, as well as his use of the same chord to modulate to a different key.

These alterations allowed Liszt to resolve a fully diminished seventh chord in eight
different directions – four as viio7 chords and four as Gro chords. These modulations are
incorporated in Concerto Sonata at various points, such as the one described in figure 5, to
emulate Liszt’s chromatic tonality.
Another Liszt-inspired harmonic element involves the use of augmented triads. These
triads, referred to as the “orphan of traditional music theory,” found a variety of uses in Liszt’s
music, usually through the means of a dominant chord with a raised fifth.13 Liszt often used
augmented triads either to modulate to a new section, or within a progression as a dominant or
secondary dominant. This secondary function is also found in Concerto Sonata in all three
movements. In the first, it is used in a transitional passage between the first and second tonal
areas in the recapitulation. In the second movement’s tonal section, it is used as a secondary
dominant of IV in the second measure of the melody. The third movement contains a
recapitulation of this section, but also contains a reference to Liszt’s Sonata in B Minor, which
will be compared in the next paragraphs.

Figure 14 – The three double-leading-tone resolutions of an augmented triad, in which the same chord could be
treated as an altered dominant to three major chords simultaneously. In each resolution, two of the chord tones
resolve up by half step, while the third chord tone is the dominant, which remains in place in the treble voice
and resolves by V-I motion in the bass. While the double-leading-tone motion to a major chord is considered to
be a stronger resolution, a single leading tone can be used to resolve to a minor chord.

13 Larry R. Todd. 1988. “The "unwelcome Guest" Regaled: Franz Liszt and the Augmented Traid”.19th -century
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The recapitulation of the second movement’s tonal theme in the third movement is a
climactic moment in the entire work. This is because of the theme’s incomplete conclusion in the
second movement, in which the final cadence is cut short by an abrupt return to atonality. In the
third movement, this theme returns and receives the cadence it was denied, not before a tonguein-cheek grand pause. It is in this section, as well, that a direct quote of Liszt’s Sonata takes
place, which features his use of an augmented triad as a secondary dominant.

Figure 15 – Top: Measures 126-132 of the third movement of Concerto Sonata. Bottom: Measures 349-351 of
Franz Liszt Sonata in B Minor. In both examples, the opening three chords are I – V#5/vi – vi, showing the
influence of Liszt’s use of an augmented secondary dominant.

In Concerto Sonata, this theme involves a melody centered on the third of the key, C
major, in order to highlight the common tones in the augmented progression. The first four
chords of the progression, I – V#5 /vi – vi6 – V7 /IV, are shared with a similar passage in Liszt’s

work. In Sonata in B minor, a transitional passage in A major begins in the same manner, I –
V#5 /vi – vi6 , though Liszt delays the V 7 /IV through the use of a borrowed iiø /IV. These two
chords set up the secondary dominant that would normally lead to the IV chord of D major.
However, in Liszt’s case, the chord resolves surprisingly into a D# ø chord, or the #ivø . Concerto
Sonata continues the progression into a IV chord, leading to a half cadence to continue the
phrase (Figure 15). Both of these passages make use of a secondary dominant chord with a raised
fifth to tonicize the iv chord of their respective keys. They both also rely on repeated pedal notes
to highlight the progression’s common tones. Finally, the bass notes in Concerto Sonata contain
the same melody as the treble notes of Sonata in B minor, an intentional reference to its source
material.
One of the final unique methods in which a sense of tonality is attained is through the use
of minimalism-like structures. To transition between the “Scherzo” and “Minim” sections of the
third movement, octave Eb’s in both the saxophone and piano parts are resolved to E natural,
incorporating the relationship between the two notes from the first movement, which is then used
as the dominant note to A minor, the key of the next section (figure 16). This section combines
the repetitive nature of minimalism with chord structures and progressions of jazz.

Figure 16 - Measures 224-228 of Movement 3 of Concerto Sonata, featuring the chromatic modulation from
the Scherzo section’s ending in Eb minor to an E natural, and finally to the Minim section’s A minor.

The “Minim” section is divided into two distinct sets of repeats, both of which involve
simple, repeated melodies in the saxophone part and rhythmically complex piano writing. The
first sets are 32 measures each, while the second contain 16 measures each. The first sets are
divided into two 16-measure phrases. The first phrase involves two 4-measure alternations of A
minor and F major, and the second phrase features a chromatic progression with several
secondary dominants, finally returning to an F major chord and ending the phrase on a pedal E
with the original rhythmic material to lead to the next section. During the third repeat of this set,
the soloist is instructed to improvise over its chord changes.
The second set of repeats bear the most similarity to minimalism, as each repeat remains
on the single chord of A minor, with the exception of the final repeat which modulates to D
minor. In this set, the saxophone performs another slow and simple melody, while the piano’s
rhythm and harmonies become gradually more complex. During this passage, the progression of
the bass (A – G – F – E) remains the same, in a similar manner to many of Glass’s works (Figure
17).14

Figure 17 – Measures 275-278 of the third movement of Concerto Sonata. These four measures feature the
rhythmic foundation of the entire interlude as well as the bass motion of its second section.

Similar bass lines can be found in the second movement of Philip Glass’s Violin Concerto and
Metamorphosis.
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These tonal elements from a wide range of eras and composers constitute only one half of
the stylistic diversity of this work. While Concerto Sonata does rely most on its tonality, the
work’s atonal harmonic elements must also be discussed in order to fully understand how the
two opposite realms are woven together.
Atonal Analysis
Most of the work’s atonal elements can be derived from several different twentiethcentury compositional techniques. These include Bartok’s atonal counterpoint and his use of
repetition, Arnold Schoenberg and his dodecaphonic writing style, and Frederic Rzewski’s use of
the 6-20 hexachord and its subsets. While most of these elements are incorporated into the
work’s tonal realms, the instances in which they exist in their own realms help provide context to
their various functions.
Bela Bartok was one of the earliest composers to include both tonal and atonal elements
in his writing. Not only did he use traditional and modal tonal styles, but he also experimented
with various atonal aesthetics. In his atonal writing, Bartok employed a unique style of
counterpoint, with quite lyrical melodies and harmonies that usually moved by stepwise motion
or by thirds. Most large leaps were often resolved in the opposite direction, which is not unlike
traditional voice-leading procedures. As a result, most of Bartok’s harmonies usually involve one
or more countermelodies taking place alongside the original melody.
Another element of Bartok’s harmonic writing involved the use of repetition of individual
voices, or even entire ensemble. This repetition would often be used to either elongate a melodic
or harmonic passage, or to build tension in order to lead to a specific resolution. These two
elements can be found near the end of the first movement of his first String Quartet (Figure 18).15

15 Bela Bartok. String Quartet no. 1 (Budapest: Rozsavölgyi es Tarsa, 1911).

This passage, having spent several measures building a crescendo, begins to incorporate this type
of repetition, with each instrument repeating their own unique musical items. The repetitions in
this passage reuse familiar material for the resulting dissonant intervals, such as major and minor
sevenths, to steadily build tension. This tension is finally released in measure 65 with a D major
seventh chord - one of the few instances of triadic harmony in the movement.

Figure 18 – Measures 63-66 of Bela Bartok, String Quartet No. 1. The first two measures of the passage show how
repeated phrases (marked by boxes) are used to increase tension, as the crescendo builds to a consonant D Maj7 chord in
measure 65.

While there are many instances of this style of harmonic writing in Concerto Sonata,
there are two important points in the work that incorporate these elements. The first important
Bartok-inspired moment is found in the work’s second movement. In the transition to the second,
tonal section, the saxophone part repeats a three-note motive, consisting of a half step and a
tritone, in the first measure, before it is shifted up a half step. This motive is an important
element of the entire work, and will be discussed in the next section. During the repetitions in the
saxophone part, the bass voice also repeats the first notes of the section’s melody, which also
incorporates this three-note motive. The fourth measure of this example ends the repetition and
shifts into a rising line, as the piano texture changes to cluster chords in opposite motion. In a

similar manner to Bartok’s repetitions resolving to a single chord, the repetitions in this passage
resolve to a Gb major chord. A key difference, though, is this resolution is also the pivot point to
the tonal section of the movement (Figure 19). This passage also serves as an example for how
atonal and tonal elements are combined throughout the work, as the atonal elements of the first
section are treated as dissonances that are resolved into tonal elements to begin the second
section.

Figure 19 – Measures 23-28 of Concerto Sonata. This passage shows the use of repetitive figures (marked by
boxes) to build tension, which is released by the change into Gb major in measure 27.

While Bartok’s techniques seemed to balance between tonal and atonal elements,
Schoenberg’s dodecaphonic, or 12-tone, writing set out to abolish tonality altogether. This
technique was used to create a unique means of organizing specific orders of every pitch of the
chromatic scale, by means of the 12-tone row. Concerto Sonata uses its own tone row (figure 20)
for passages in the first and second movements. However, the tone row is not present in the final
movement. In the first movement, the 12-tone technique is most used in the cadenza. This was
done in order to introduce the sound of the tone row when it is used in second movement’s first
section. The construction of the row form will be discussed in the Melodic and Thematic
Variation chapter.

Figure 20 – The tone matrix for Concerto Sonata.

The 12-tone row is heard primarily in the piano part of the movement, while the
saxophone part involves a more liberal use of atonal writing, including passages that seem to be
in response to the piano part. In the movement, the row form is first heard when the piano enters
in measure 3. In the first sub-section of the atonal section, the bass is playing in a single voice

the fourth column downward of the matrix, or I 3 (the fourth inverse of the prime row form, since
every row and column starts at zero). During the bass’s row, the single treble voice traverses
through I 11 , RI 0 , R8 , I 6 , and RI 1, before beginning a 12-tone fugue at measure 12. The starting
pitches of the treble voice so far are 6,5,E, 3, and 4, or the first five pitches of P 10 , with a row
pattern of I-RI-R. This in mind, the next row in the sequence, as well as the subject of the fugue,
is R0,, starting on 7 (figure 21).

Figure 21 – The beginning of the 12-tone fugue of the second movement of Concerto Sonata, measures 12-17. This
analysis reveals the rows of the matrix used and when they enter in the fugue.

Following the countersubject on I 3 , with a starting pitch of 9, the sequence is altered
slightly to accommodate the fugue. Instead of RI 3 , which begins with 8, the next step of the
sequence is introduced as the second fugue entrance, R 2 , starting on 2. Following these two
simultaneous rows, the skipped RI 3 is heard simultaneously with the next step in the sequence,
RI 11 starting on T, as a contrapuntal link. This link acts as the precursor to the saxophone’s fugue
entrance, at R10 with a starting pitch of 1. This is accompanied by the bass voice with I 4 starting
with T to complete the sequence. This sequence was chosen because the row it outlines, P 10 ,

begins with Gb, which is the relative major of Eb minor. Following the fugue, the 12-tone row is
used in chords to create jarring dissonances in order to build intensity towards the climax of the
movement, as seen in figure 19, and will also be elaborated further later in this section.
Another means of organizing pitches used in Concerto Sonata is through pitch class sets.
Often referred to by their Forte number, pitch class sets allow for a smaller scale of pitch
organization in atonal works. There are two major pitch class sets used throughout the work: 3-5
(016) and 6-20 (014589).16 The first of these, the three-note motive discussed in Figure 19, can
actually be seen as a subset of the previous 12-tone row, as an expanded form of the set class
appears as the first three pitches of the inverse rows. This pitch class set will be discussed in
more detail in the melodic and thematic variation section, as many of the work’s melodies have a
connection to this set. The second set, 6-20, consists of two augmented triads a half step apart
from each other. This set has been commonly used by many twentieth-century composers
because of its its symmetrical nature and limited transpositions (Figure 22). The use of this set by
Frederic Rzewski in The People United Will Never be Defeated is incredibly liberal, as the
composer incorporated it into tonal and atonal realms in his monumental work.
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Figure 22 – The 6-20 hexachord. H0 stands for the prime form, while H1, H2, and H3 represent its
transpositions. The bottom line shows the two augmented triads that make up each hexachord.

16 Forte, Allen. The Structure Of Atonal Music. New Haven : Yale University Press, 1973.

Frederic Rzewski. The People United Will Never Be Defeated! 36 Variations on “El Pueblo Unido Jamas Sera
Vencido!. Tokyo: Zen-On, 1978.
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The hexachord is found in Concerto Sonata occasionally in the first movement, and most
commonly in the third. It is not present in the second movement. This mirrors the occurrences of
the 12-tone row, which is also occasional in the first movement, most prevalent in the second,
and not used in the third movement. An example of the four forms of the hexachord is found in
final section of the cadenza in the first movement (figure 23). This passage, which follows a
sequence of hybrid tonal and atonal elements, uses the transpositions of the hexachord in rapid
succession in order to remove the sense of pitch centricity and allows for the seamless
reintroduction of the 12-tone row once more.

Figure 23 - Measures 197-200 of Concerto Sonata, following the four transpositions of the 6-20 hexachord with
a transposition of the 12-tone row to create a passage completely free of a key center.

Rzewski, in The People United, used a similar technique of rapidly changing between
permutations of the 6-20 hexachord in order to escape from key and pitch centers. Because of the
hexachord’s symmetry and limited transpositions, each transposition shares an augmented triad
with two of its other transpositions. For example, H0 shares a Db augmented triad with H1 and a
C augmented triad with H3. H2 is the only transposition that shares no common tones with H0,
as the two hexachords create an aggregate of all 12 pitches. It was also for this reason that the
order of hexachords in Figure 4 was chosen – The aggregates of H1/H3 and H0/H2 create two
passages in which all 12 tones are heard, allowing for a precedence in which the 12-tone row to

return. In The People United, the first full use of the 6-20 hexachord occurs in the first measures
of Variation 3 (Figure 24).
In this example, Rzewski places a melody based on H0 in the right hand. As it weaves
through its six notes, the left hand pivots through each transposition, beginning with H3, then to
H0, H1, and H2. These pivots are facilitated through common tones from the previous
hexachord. For example, the first hexachord in this example uses H3, and as the melody ends on
a C the hexachord shifts to H0, which contains the same note. This change also justifies the
previous note of F in the melody, as it does not belong in H3, but exists in H0. This hexachord
then pivots to H1 through a common Db, and H1 pivots to H2 through a common Bb, this time
as the final note of the accompaniment before the pivot.

Figure 24 – Measures 1-2 of Var. 3 of Frederic Rzewski The People United Will Never Be Defeated! This
passage provides an example of using common tones to weave from one form of the 6-20 hexachord to
another. Analysis by Laura Melton.

The use of these common tones to pivot between 6-20 forms can be found in Concerto
Sonata as well. In the third movement, where the hexachord appears most commonly, these
pivots are often used in a manner that combines two adjacent hexachords to create a larger pitch
class set, of which the 6-20 set is a subset. This large set, Forte’s 9-12 collection (01245689T)
contains every pitch except for a single augmented triad .18 For example, if H3 were combined

18 For an in-depth analysis on Rzewski’s work, see Laura Melton. Frederic Rzewski’s The People United Will

Never Be Defeated! An Analysis and Historical Perspective. Doctoral Dissertation, Rice University, 1997. All
analyses concerning The People United were created by Melton.

with either H2 or H0, both combinations would result in a different form of the 9-12 collection.
Figure 25 shows an example of this exact instance in the third movement, though many other
points in the work incorporate the same procedure. In the figure, part of a lengthy transitional
passage between the first and second tonal areas of the scherzo, the saxophone part presents three
forms of the 6-20 hexachord – H2, H3, and H0. The shift from H2 to H3 is dictated by the use of
an E, which appears as a chromatic step from the preceding Eb. This is also effective as a pivot
since Eb exists in both H2 and H3 hexachords. The same pivot is used to change from H3 to H0,
in which case the note that exists in both H3 and H0 is E, followed by an F to complete the shift
to H0.

Figure 25 – Measures 62 and 63 of Movement 3 of Concerto Sonata. This passage shows one of several instances where
pairs of 6-20 forms are woven together through common tones, also allowing for their aggregates to pivot through their
common hexachords.

However, from a larger perspective, this passage can more clearly be viewed as two
phrases of the 9-12 aggregate, the first the combination of H2 and H3, and the second the
combination of H0 and H3. In this mindset, the pivot between the two pitch class sets does not
occur on a single note, but through an entire hexachord. These common tone and chromatic
pivots between hexachords mirror the similar tonal elements discussed previously in this section.
In fact, it is through these similarities that the two harmonic realms of tonality and atonality are
joined as elements of a combined harmonic language.

Chapter 4: Poly-stylistic Analysis
While it is important to individually understand the stylistic elements that make up
Concerto Sonata’s diverse language, the work’s most important feature is how these elements
are joined together. This combination is achieved through several means, depend ing on how the
individual elements are presented, either in their own distinct sections or as moments in more
ambiguous passages. When presented in their own sections, or mono-stylistic, the harmonic
elements are combined in the transitions between them. However, when passages contain
influence from more than one compositional style, or are poly-stylistic, these individual traits are
usually woven into the section itself. The first of these two are much more obvious to identify, as
they occur at major structure points within the work. In fact, one such transition has already been
discussed.
Figure 19 above highlights the climactic transition between the atonal and tonal sections
in the second movement. However, the measure the transition takes place features the three
important factors that facilitate the shift between these two realms (Figure 26). The first
important element in this passage is the suspended F in the saxophone part (which has been
transposed to concert pitch for ease of reading). Though at first it seems to simply be the next
step in a rising passage, the sudden Gb major chord in the piano reveals its true context as the
major seventh of the chord. The note’s tie between the measures also acts as a visible “bridge”
between the two distinctly different styles.

Figure 26 – Measures 26 and 27 of the second movement of Concerto Sonata. This moment is the climax of the
movement, featuring the resolution of the harsh dissonances of the previous atonal section into the consonant tonal
section that follows.

The second important feature that aids in this transition is the final note of measure 26 in
the right hand. The notated A at the top of the cluster chord is also given retroactive context
through the tonal shift. At first it seems like another part of the cluster chord, but in fact it is used
to chromatically rise to a Bb, the third of the Gb major chord. The final important element of this
transition is the pedal Db at the beginning of the measure. This note is used to set up the
dominant-tonic relationship of Db to Gb. These three elements combined – The bass Db, the
saxophone F, and the right hand’s high A – form an augmented triad, used as a Db#5 to modulate
to Gb major in the same way that Liszt would. The Db resolves to Gb, the high A resolves to Bb,
and the F remains in order to act as the major seventh.
It is in the combination of tonal elements into atonal structures, or vice versa, that the
transitions between passages of different stylistic idioms are incorporated. While the climax of
the second movement is perhaps the most profound of these transitions, there are several other
important shifts to contrasting sections that feature similar procedures. These shifts include the

transitions in and out of the baroque section in the first movement’s cadenza, the final measures
of the cadenza, and the transitions in and out of the second tonal area of the third movement.
The cadenza of the first movement, which will be discussed both later in this section as
well as in the melodic variation section, is an extensive solo passage that draws influence from
nearly every style incorporated in the work. Its harmonic language and virtuosity make it seem
almost out of context with the rest of the first movement, which involves a more modal and
traditional harmonic language. The concept of a contrasting, poly-stylistic cadenza was inspired
by Alfred Schnittke’s cadenza (1975) to Beethoven’s Violin Concerto (1806). Schnittke’s
cadenza opens as if it were a traditional, romantic concerto, but eventually progresses through
several different styles in varying degrees of atonality.
The cadenza of Concerto Sonata incorporates a three-part structure, in which the first
passage is 12-tone, the second is baroque, and the third contains a blend of tonal and atonal
elements. This third passage will be discussed in the melodic variation chapter to follow. The
transition into the second section, though, gradually shifts from the atonal realm of the first
section into the tonal realm of the second (Figure 27). This is done through the use of chromatic
shifts in the high and low voices, the gradual settling of extra pitches into the goal key of C#
minor (E minor in concert pitch), and the reduction of rhythmic complexity.
An important aspect of solo baroque literature is the alteration of high and low notes to
simulate the movement of multiple voices and outline chord structures. This element was
incorporated to the transition in the passage above in order to foreshadow the next section. In the
transition, the low notes of each phrase rise chromatically by step. Beginning on F#, it rises to C,
before being enharmonically respelled to B# to act as the leading tone in C# minor. Oppositely,
the high notes descend chromatically twice, first from G to E, then from B to G#, or is the

dominant of C# minor. This opposing chromatic motion between the high and low voices allows
for an atonal passage without any specific pitch center to gradually mold itself into an outline of
the root and third of a dominant chord. Once the high voice reaches the G#, it returns to A in
order to outline the viio7 chord as the remaining notes adjust to the new key.

Figure 27 – Measures 148-160 of the first movement of Concerto Sonata. The circles highlight the chromatic rising of the
low notes to B#, or the leading tone of C# minor. The Squares highlight the two sets of chromatic descent, first from G to
E, and the second from B to G#, or the dominant of C# minor, before returning to A to outline a vii o7 with the low voice.

While the outlining notes adjust chromatically to their future key, the pitches between the
two voices feature chromatic adjustments of the baroque melody. These chromatic alterations at
the beginning of the transition aid in the avoidance of tonality until the two voices settle into
their dominant pitches of B# and G# in measure 154. In this measure, the only diatonic note in
C# minor present is the Eb (D#). In measure 155, when the high note moves back to A, the
diatonic notes of G# and F# are included into the phrase. Finally, in measure 156, as the low C is
respelled to B#, the previous D moves to C#, solidifying the chord and phrase as a vii o7 in C#
minor.
The removal of the rhythmic complexity that dominated this passage also helps
emphasize this moment. Throughout the transition, sixteenth notes and eighth rests were
interspersed throughout its first half to create the illusion of free meter. The eighth rests are

removed by the fifth measure of the transition, as the high notes begin their second chromatic
descent, while the sixteenth notes become more scarce. Finally, as the extra pitches shift into C#
minor, the sporadic sixteenth notes stop to give way into the steady eighth note rhythm featured
in the baroque section. The final measures of the transition embraces its dominant structure,
rising to a leading tone in measure 158, and finally a dominant pickup into C# minor to begin the
sequential baroque section.
The six measures that follow this section involve somewhat of a reversal of this
procedure, though it is much more sudden (figure 28). In this passage, following a cadence in C#
minor, a coda-like phrase is heard as if the piece were to continue in its baroque style. The phrase
is then heard again, sequenced downward by step. This is interrupted by the third phrase, a
statement of the 6-20 hexachord in its H3 form rising up to a B. The hexachord form itself is
sequenced downward to H2, though it rises up to the same B. These two 6-20 forms share the
low note of G and a high note of B, displaying the use of the previously mentioned common-tone
pivots between forms. The B resolves upwards to B#, beginning the next passage with the notes
of a G#7 chord. As with previous passages in which the tonal elements give retroactive context to
the atonal techniques, the Eb augmented triad highlighted by circles in the figure is used as a
V#5 /V to return to the key of C# minor once more.

Figure 28 – Measures 167-172 of the first movement of Concerto Sonata. This passage involves the use of baroque
sequencing both tonally and through the 6-20 hexachord to create harmonic ambiguity, before returning to a dominant
chord in the original key of C# minor.

The outro of the cadenza’s third section, as discussed in figure 23, features a flurry of
hexachordal and 12-tone writing. However, the motion abruptly comes to a stop at a major
seventh (C# to C in concert pitch). This major seventh is then chromatically sequenced
downward twice before a fermata over rest. Finally, the seventh is heard one more half step
lowered as a Bb and A, as seen in figure 29. This passage features alterations between a constant
Bb (which acts as a dominant pedal) and a changing high note. These high notes shift from the
major seventh (A), to the minor seventh (Ab), to the octave (Bb), before rising to the minor ninth
(B) and settling on the A. This A is treated as a suspended raised fourth of Eb minor, and
resolves upward to Bb as the piano returns with the first tonal area.

Figure 29 – Above: The conclusion of the cadenza the first movement of Concerto Sonata (measures 209-215). The
Saxophone part has been transposed to concert pitch for easier reading with the piano. Below: The final measures of
Alfred Schnittke’s cadenza to the Beethoven Violin Concerto. The use of major sevenths and the chromatic final
measure of Schnittke’s cadenza were influences in the final measures of Concerto Sonata’s cadenza.

The use of major sevenths is in homage to the conclusion to Schnittke’s cadenza. To lead
back into Beethoven’s concerto, Schnittke incorporates a repeated major seventh from G to F#
(which is itself a reference to Berg’s violin concerto), before the melodic line moves to the minor
seventh (spelled as an augmented sixth of E#), the minor ninth (Ab), and finally to the octave
before resolving downward to F#, the third of D major.
One last example, though there are many more in the work, of a poly-stylistic transitional
passage can be found leading into the second tonal area of the third movement. This transition is
one of the most stylistically diverse passages in the entire work. Divided into two halves, the
transition serves as a means to first connect to the recurring melody from the first movement,
which will be discussed in the next section, then to lead into the atonal second theme of the
sonata form. The second half of the transition begins at measure 61, involving an octatonic
passage over a fully diminished chord. The entire A octatonic scale (A, B, C, D, Eb, F, F#, G#)
can be found in this single measure. The saxophone plays most of the scale in an ascending
passage, while the remainder of the scale can be found in the first notes of each arpeggio in the
piano part (circled in figure 30).
The following two measures include the passage shown in Figure 25, in which the three
6-20 hexachords were shown to act as a pair of 9-12 aggregate phrases, with the middle
hexachord acting as a pivot between the two. In concert pitch, the three hexachords are H1, H2,
and H3. When paired with the piano part, these hexachords are given a new context in which
they function. The H1 hexachord is heard along with the Ab 7 chord, used as a German
augmented sixth leading to C minor. The only common pitch H1 has with this chord is Gb, the
last note in the sequence. The contrasting pitches fuel the dissonance within passage, until the
final Gb resolves with the rest of the chord to G in the next measure.

Figure 30 – Measures 61-64 of the third movement of Concerto Sonata. This passage incorporates the octatonic scale,
the 6-20 hexachord, and German and Augmented modulations to lead to an F dominant chord. The saxophone part is
in concert pitch for ease of reading.

The motion from Gb to G, in this instance, serves two purposes – It acts as a pivot point
between H1 and H2, as H2 contains both pitches while H1 only contains Gb, and also acts as the
#4 to 5 in the German augmented sixth’s resolution to C minor. The H2 hexachord is also used
for its common tones, as it contains the augmented dominant of C minor (G, B, Eb). It is for this
reason that the first two beats of measure 63 are G and Eb, respectively, in order to allow the
hexachord to tonally coexist with the chord. As the hexachord pivots again to H3, the piano’s
chord changes to a C augmented triad with an F# in the bass, resolving to an F7 chord. If the F#
were removed, the C augmented triad acts as a V #5 of F, while the F# alone resolves by half step

to F. Finally, the H3 hexachord on top of this passage also contains the C augmented triad, in
which the E is used as the final note of the passage to resolve to F with the rest of the chord.
Since the second tonal area is in Bb minor, the large harmonic structure of this passage could be
seen as Gro7 /ii – Gr+6 /ii – ii6/4 – V#5 /V over F# - V7b9 in Bb.
The next four measures feature a harmonic prolongation of this V 7 chord though its viio7
variant, leading to a pair of unique tonicizations of the dominant chord beginning at measure 68
(Figure 31). The first tonicization involves a C Maj7b5 chord with Gb in the bass resolving to F 7 . In
terms of voice leading, this chord acts as if it were a V 7 /V, in which the root (C) remains in
place, the third (E) and fifth (Gb/F#) resolve down to F, and the seventh (B) resolves down to A.
This tonicization occurs twice in both the piano and saxophone parts before the second
tonicization begins in Measure 69. Here, an Ab7 , or the naturally occurring dominant chord of Bb
Aeolian, repeatedly resolves to F 7 . The two dominant chords share a C and Eb, which allows
them to alternate by chromatically shifting the remaining two notes by a half step (Ab-C-Eb-Gb
becomes A-C-Eb-F, or F7 in first inversion). The use of the third inversion of the Ab7 also aids in
the alternation between the two chords. With Gb in the bass, the left-hand progression follows a
diatonic VI-V motion in Bb minor, despite the differences in chords. The modal mixture of the
bVII 7 to V 7 is accompanied by a change to 5/4 meter, preparing for the second tonal area’s 15/8,
or a compound 5. The saxophone part in measure 69 involves alternating between chord tones of
the Ab7 chord (with the exception of beat 5), and the repeated triplet passage of F-C-B from the
previous measure. However, the final three beats of the transition utilize the H0 hexachord (in
concert pitch). This hexachord contains common tones with both F 7 (F-A-C) and Ab7 (Ab-C),
which give it the greatest tonal function between the two chords. The final beat of the transition
is a V 7 chord, resolving to unison Bb’s in every voice.

Figure 31 – Measures 68-71 of the third movement of Concerto Sonata. This passage uses chromatic and modal
tonicizations to embellish the V 7 chord before finally leading into the next passage in Bb

This transition is unique not only for its chromatic, modal, and atonal qualities, but also
for the fact that it prolongs the V 7 for seven measures in order to dramatically set up the key of
Bb minor, when the second tonal area is, in fact, atonal. The second tonal area features the
Bartok-inspired voice-leading techniques described previously, in which the melodic material
focuses on a moving chromatic line, and the accompaniment freely harmonizes a chromatic
descent. This tonal area also includes a technique inspired by Bartok’s second Violin Concerto,
in which a single phrase is transposed through various pitch centers (figure 32). In the Bartok
concerto, the phrase, signified by boxes, begins on G, and is sequenced up to a fifth to D, then a

fourth to the G an octave higher than the original, and finally up a minor seventh to F, where the
sequence ends.

Figure 32 – Measures 56-63 of Bela Bartok, Violin Concerto No. 2. The boxed passages in the violin part indicate the
material that is modulated throughout the section.

Like the Bartok concerto, the second tonal area of Concerto Sonata features similar
modulations of a single phrase. However, these modulations and their continuations are informed
by traditional and chromatic harmonic progressions, creating a tonal link in an otherwise atonal

section. This link makes the second tonal area a perfect example of a poly-stylistic passage with
multiple sources of tonal and atonal influence.
The first statement of the chromatic phrase begins on Bb (G transposed), and lasts two
measures. During this phrase, the bass line also begins with a Bb, raises an octave, and descends
by half step. This descent leads directly into the first modulation of the phrase, starting on Db
(Bb transposed) in both the saxophone and bass (Figure 33).

Figure 33 – Measures 71-74 of the third movement of Concerto Sonata. The first four measures of the second tonal
area feature two measures of a phrase, and the next two measures repeating the phrase a minor third higher. Note
the bass line of measures 71 and 72 chromatically lead into the Db in measure 73.

Following this sequence, the melody no longer repeats the original phrase. However, the
starting pitches of the following phrases still follow a tonal procedure. The starting pitches of the
remaining phrases are: E, C, F, C, C (an octave higher), A, E, E (an octave lower), F, and Bb
(Figure 34). These pitches, combined with their corresponding bass notes create a progression
that tonicizes F, the fifth of Bb, then moves to what could be seen as viio7 . Gb remains in the bass

for the entirety of measure 67, while the phrase voices are C and A, two of the remaining three
pitches in the diminished chord.
Measure 78 is the second-most tonal passage in this entire section. The use of a whole
tone scale in the first four beats of the measure implies a Fr+6 (Gb, Bb, C, E) chord, which is a
subset of said scale. The bass Gb and the starting pitch of E further support this implication. The
Fr+6 chord is then resolved in the final beat of the measure to a V 7 in Bb, which cadences
traditionally as the piano leads into a pseudo-repeat of the initial passage.
The opening of the repeat sounds similar to the first time, as the first phrase is heard
starting on Bb. However, while in the first time shifts up to Db, the second time it shifts to Eb, or
up a perfect fourth. This is in reference to many themes, including Liszt’s Sonata in B minor, that
begin with a melody on i and continue with the same melody in on iv. Following this sequence, a
new second half is used, with the starting pitches of Ab, F, Bb, Eb, and back to Bb start a tonal
cadence (Figure 35). This cadence in measure 85 is the most tonal element of this section, as it
abruptly shifts from Bartok-influenced to Liszt’s chromatic tonality. This sudden change is
preceded in the last beat of measure 84 by a Bb in the bass and an A in the right hand, which is
used as a leading tone to the next note of Bb. A chromatic bass line of 2-3-4-#4-5-1 emphasizes
the tonality of this final measure, as it leads into the tonal coda in Bb minor.
It is also interesting to note that the structure of the second tonal area bears similarities to
a traditional period (phrase-continuation 1-half cadence / phrase-continuation 2-cadence). The
two modulations would be considered the phrase, while each half contains different
continuations. While both cadences are authentic, the first half’s cadence lacks the prepared
progression that drives the final cadence into the tonal coda in Bb minor.

Figure 34 – Above: Measures 75-80 of the third movement of Concerto Sonata. The circled notes show all of the
starting pitches of this series of measures. Below: These starting pitches are paired with their corresponding bass
notes to show an implied harmonic progression of measures 71 -79, despite the passage’s atonality.

Figure 35 – Measures 79-86 of the third movement of Concerto Sonata. This passage closes the second tonal area
with more starting-pitch progressions, leading to an abrupt change back to tonality in measure 85 leading to the
tonal coda.

While the second tonal area can appear mono-stylistic at first, the influence of chromatic
tonality on the passage is an integral aspect of its structure. The concept of a tonally influenced
atonal section is also found in the first half of the second movement. Many important structure
points in this atonal passage, such as the beginning of the fugue and the reintroduction of the

saxophone part, are emphasized through the use of triads. While there are a variety of polystylistic thematic sections in Concerto Sonata, most of them are used to create variations on the
thematic an melodic material of either their respective movements or on the recurring themes of
the work as a whole.

Chapter 5: Melodic and Thematic Variation
It is one thing to make a melody. It is another thing entirely to work out an entire piece
with said melody. This is one of the most common traits of the works of Liszt and Rzewski.
Liszt’s works would often incorporate small themes, usually only a few notes long, into a wider
variety of melodies. In order to do so, Liszt applied a wide range of tonal procedures meant to
create as many harmonic contexts for his themes as possible. Many of these operations can be
found in his Sonata in B Minor. Similarly, Rzewski used a variety of atonal procedures to create
his variations on the melody of The People United Will Never Be Defeated!
As previously stated, Concerto Sonata for Alto Saxophone and Piano relies heavily on
tonal tradition, but also features the liberal use of twentieth century techniques. The same can be
said towards the treatment of its melodic and thematic material. Because of its diverse language,
the work freely uses tonal, atonal, and poly-stylistic themes and melodies. This chapter will
explore several of these melodies and themes, the procedures used to manipulate them into a
range of tonal, atonal, and poly-stylistic variations, and finally how these procedures relate to the
techniques used by Liszt and Rzewski in their own works.
Before discussing the use of melodic and thematic variation, a key distinction must be
made between the two. Thematic material refers to the use of smaller themes and motives, and
how they are woven into passages. Melodic material, on the other hand, refers to the distinct
melodies that make up entire harmonic events. The second tonal area of the first movement is a
unique instance, as it is treated both as a melody and a theme. It will be discussed at the end of
this chapter.

Thematic Material

Figure 36 – The [7, 0, 1] Pitch class set that recurs throughout Concerto Sonata.

As briefly discussed in the previous section, one of the primary themes in the entirety of
Concerto Sonata is the 3-5 trichord, containing the prime form (016). However, it is most
commonly found in the work as the pitch class set of [7, 0, 1] (figure 36). This theme, consisting
of a half step and a tritone, occurs numerous times within the work, in both transitional and
melodic passages. The short length of this theme allows it to be used in a wide variety of
manners. It would be far too extensive to list every instance of this theme in the work, but there
are several throughout the three movements that help identify its sound.

Figure 37 – Measures 19-23 of the first movement of Concerto Sonata. The boxes indicated the instances of the 3-5
trichord in the melody.

The first time the 3-5 trichord is heard is in the first movement, during the first tonal
area’s modal development (Figure 37). Following a passage in A lydian, an Ab minor chord is

heard, as the saxophone plays a solo passage involving four instances of the 3-5 trichord (in
boxes). In the first three instances, the trichord is heard in its original intervallic form of a half
step and a tritone. In the fourth, however, the intervallic relationship is expanded to a tritone and
a perfect fourth. This expansion is another recurring element in the work, as it makes up the
recurring tonal melody heard in every movement.
Another interesting use of the 3-5 trichord is found at the start of the transition of the first
movement (Figure 38). Immediately following the end of the first tonal area, as the tempo
increases, the saxophone re-enters with four different permutations of the 3-5 trichord. With the
exception of the first, each trichord is repeated to allow the low voice of the saxophone to ascend
chromatically from Bb to Gb, though the final note is actually placed in the bass voice, and the
saxophone leaps to a concert Db. These are only two of the dozens of moments that the 3-5
trichord is used transitionally.

Figure 38 – Measures 44-47 of the first movement of Concerto Sonata. Each box represents an individual instance of
the 3-5 trichord, showing how the piano and saxophone parts are playing the same pitches. The saxophone part is
transposed in this example.

The most important use of this trichord, though, is its incorporation into various melodies
throughout the work. Each movement has one melody that begins with a statement of the
trichord. However, the most important of these three statements comes from the first movement.

This is because its second tonal area, which begins with the 3-5 trichord, is also the recurring
tonal theme for the entire concerto.
The second tonal area of the first movement, as stated in the tonal analysis, is stylistically
inspired by jazz, specifically a bossa. It is in this context that the 3-5 trichord receives its first
tonal setting. Figure 39 shows each instance of the 3-5 trichord in the first eight measures of the
tonal area. In the first measure, the trichord is heard through the concert pitches D#, A#, and E,
in the context of an E major chord. In E Major, the (016) trichord is realized as scale degrees 1,
#4, and 7. The use of A# implies the Lydian mode, as an A natural does not occur until the chord
changes to A major. The same process occurs in the fifth measure of this passage, which contains
the same pitches and chords, sequenced a whole step lower.

Figure 39 – Measures 64-71 of the first movement of Concerto Sonata. This passage incorporates a tonal variant of the 3-5
trichord.

In the second movement, the 3-5 trichord is heavily used to construct the atonal melody.
In fact, the trichord appears eight times in the seven-measure phrase (figure 40). In this melody,
every operation of the prime form (reverse, inverse, reverse-inverse) is used as a means of
incorporating all twelve pitches without resorting to the 12-tone row used in the piano part.

Figure 40 – The melody of the second movement of Concerto Sonata (measures 1-7). Each box highlights every 3-5
trichord used to in the theme.

The analysis above not only shows every instance of the 3-5 trichord in the second
movement’s melody, but also the use of common tones to pivot between its many different
permutations. For example, in the second measure of figure 40 the pitch class set of A,Bb, and
Eb (normal order [9, T, 3]) is changed to A, Bb, and E (normal order [4, 9, T]) by raising the Eb
by half step. Despite the change in normal orders, two set classes retain the same prime form
(016).
The use of the 3-5 trichord in the third movement bears similarities to its integrations into
the melodies of the first two movements. The mostly-atonal second tonal area of the scherzo,
discussed in the previous chapter, uses the trichord at the beginning of each modulated phrase as
well as the two following phrases. Here, the first note of the trichord coincides with the implied
harmonies created by the phrases’ starting pitches. Unlike the second movement’s melody,

which incorporates various forms of the trichord, this tonal area only uses the [7, 0, 1] normal
form, as a means of directly connecting to the most familiar iteration of the theme.

Figure 41 – The saxophone part of measures 71-79 of the third movement of Concerto Sonata. The beginning of
each phrase uses the [7, 0, 1] normal form of the 3-5 trichord (in boxes), except for the final phrase which
transitions into the next section.

While the 3-5 trichord acts as the theme of the entire concerto, the third movement
contains its own unique thematic material. This material is a variation of one of the themes of
Franz Liszt’s Sonata in B Minor. This is a direct means of referencing one of the work’s primary
influences. Both short themes consist of five repeated notes and two descending notes, though
Liszt’s fall diatonically compared to the chromatic one in Concerto Sonata. Not only are the two
works thematically linked, but also several procedures used to incorporate the theme of Liszt’s
Sonata are echoed in the concerto.

Figure 42 – The opening theme of the third movement of Concerto Sonata compared to one of the themes
of Franz Liszt’s Sonata in B Minor.

One thematic link between the two works was discussed in Figure 15, in which the
movement’s theme is used to directly quote the use of the theme in Liszt’s Sonata. The figure
highlights the influence of Liszt’s use of augmentation to create thematic variation. By doubling
the length of the notes, the theme becomes more drawn out and allows for greater harmonic
flexibility. The opposite procedure, diminution, can also be found in both works. In both cases,
diminution is used to shorten the lengths of each note of the theme and incorporate the new
theme into other melodies. One of Liszt’s first uses of diminution in his Sonata occurs in the
primary melody, in which the theme can be heard in the accompaniment of the second measure.
Concerto Sonata’s use of the technique puts the theme into the melodic material of the
development section. Here, it is preceded by a passage of descending thirds before returning a
fourth lower to lead into a half cadence (Figure 43).

Figure 43 – Top: Measures 32-33 of Franz Liszt Sonata In B Minor. Bottom: Measures 108-111 of the third movement of
Concerto Sonata. Both passages show the use of diminution of their respective themes (in boxes) in order to incorporate
them into different material.

Melodic Variation
This passage in Concerto Sonata also provides an excellent example of melodic
variation. The development of the third movement’s scherzo is divided into three parts – an
introduction, a revival of the second movement’s tonal melody, and a retransition into the
recapitulation. The excerpt in figure 43 introduces the descending thirds motive, which is
expanded in the rest of the development’s first section. In the second section, following the solo
piano passage in figure 15, the saxophone part returns with a countermelody that not only
outlines the harmonic structure of the second movement’s melody, but also combines the
descending thirds motive with the first measure of the first tonal area (figure 44).

Figure 44 – Top: Measures 25-28 of the third movement of Concerto Sonata – The first four measures of the first tonal
area. Bottom: Measures 134-137. This passage not only shows the combination of the first tonal area with the descending
thirds motive in figure 43, but also how this composite melody is juxtaposed with the piano’s recapitulation of the second
movement’s tonal melody.

The technique of altering melodic material to fit a new harmonic structure shares
similarities to Liszt’s means of creating thematic variation discussed in figure 43. The primary
difference between the two techniques is the use of the technique to create a new countermelody
rather than a simple reimagining of a theme. This is one of the many techniques used to create
melodic variation in the work. Figure 44, which is a continuation of the theme presented in figure
15, features another of these techniques.
The piano part shown in these two figures (Measures 126-150) includes a recapitulation
of the second movement’s tonal melody. In the second movement, the tonal melody is presented
as if it were a ballad – including the frequent use of rubato and fermatas, as well as slower
rhythmic notes in the accompaniment, to give the impression of the musical freedom often heard
in jazz (Figure 45). This melody follows an extended period structure (A – B – Half cadence; A
– C – Perfect cadence), in which the first two measures of each half creates the A phrase.

Figure 45 – Measures 37-40 of the second movement of Concerto Sonata. The first four measures of the movement’s tonal
melody.

This structure is integral in the passage’s recapitulation during the third movement.
Between each half of the period, the melody undergoes two distinct style changes. The first, seen
in figure 15, incorporates it into a simple, Mozart-like piano passage signified by broken chords
and a contrasting countermelody in the bass. In the second half (Figure 44), the idiomatic writing

in the piano part shifts to a more Liszt-like style, incorporating large arpeggios in the bass with a
rhythmic contrast to the grandiose statement of the melody in octaves in the right hand, including
chord tones between the octaves. The use of Liszt’s style also aids in the harmonic and thematic
connection of the two works, by through the use of the augmented triad and the shared theme
discussed in figure 15.
These stylistic variations are not unlike those of Frederic Rzewski in The People United
Will Never Be Defeated! The thirteenth variation of the theme features a “style change to jazz” as
a means of better communicating with the audience.19 Figure 46 below displays the means by
which the original melody (top) is given embellishment and reharmonization in variation 13
(bottom), in order to give the impression of a jazz improvisation. In a way, Concerto Sonata's
shift from a jazz ballad to the styles of Mozart and Liszt could be seen as the reverse of the
change found here.

Figure 46 – Measures 5-6 of Theme and Measures 1-2 of Variation 13 of Frederick Rzewski The People United
Will Never Be Defeated! (1975)

Another very important use of stylistic variation in Concerto Sonata can be found in the
“Minim” section of the third movement. This passage derives its harmonic language from jazz
19

Melton, p. 43

while incorporating two central elements of minimalism: repetition and gradual rhythmic
complexity. The first half of this section, which uses three repeats of a 32-measure melody, also
acts as an altered recapitulation of the first movement’s first tonal area (figure 47). Through the
use of augmentation, the equalization of the melody’s rhythmic values, and the adjustment of a
single note, the variation heard in “Minim” connects the work’s finale to its opening.

Figure 47 – Top: Measures 3-6 of the first movement of Concerto Sonata. Bottom: Measures 244-211 of the
third movement. The melody of the bottom passage is a variation of the first two measures of the melody
above (boxed).

The “Minim” section not only acts as a bridge to the first movement, but it also pays
homage to Liszt’s Scherzo and March. In a traditional scherzo the middle section would be a
trio. Liszt wrote a march in its place, and as a result the third movement of Concerto Sonata
included its “Minim” section instead of its own trio. This connection is further reinforced in the
movement’s extended coda.

The work’s coda, which acts as a recapitulation of the “Minim” section, opens with a
variation of the 32-measure melody. Where the opening ascent in both melodies in figure 47 rise
by fourths, the coda’s variation outlines a fully diminished chord. This variation is further
connected to “Minim” through the use and adjustment of the rhythmic foundation that drives the
section (see figure 17). The primary element of the diminished recapitulation is the retention of
the melody’s contour despite its intervallic changes. The use of a diminished recapitulation is
shared with Liszt’s Scherzo and March, in which the final coda opens with a repeat of the March
theme in a diminished setting.

Figure 48 – Measures 457-464 of the third movement of Concerto Sonata. A diminished variation of the
melody of “Minim,” which in itself is a variation of the first movement’s first tonal area.

The melodic fragment used to create the “Minim” section’s melody is also used as an
important element of the 12-tone row found in the first and second movements (figure 20). The
connection between the fragment and the row form is most evident during the first movement’s
cadenza. Following its dodecaphonic first section, a rising and falling motive is introduced

succeeded by a final statement of the row form beginning on Bb, or P8 (G and P2 transposed, as
in figure 49). While the rising and falling motive is developed in the following transition (figure
27), this statement of the row form is important as it provides the most direct connection to its
source material.

Figure 49 – A comparison of measures 146-148 and measures 3-5 of the first movement of Concerto Sonata. In
the example the saxophone part is transposed

The statement of the row in its P2 transposition places accents on the first, third, and fifth
beats of the first two measures. The accented pitches (7, 0, 5, 8, T, 3, 1) make up the first and
every other note of P2, with the exception of the G in the second measure, which is repeated
from the first note of the row. In the first tonal area, this specific order of pitches are found
through the removal of repeated pitches, marked by (X) in the example above. This connection
between the 12-tone row and the first tonal area’s melody solidifies the link Concerto Sonata
creates between tonal and atonal techniques and styles. This link is further explored as the
cadenza moves into its climactic, third section.
The final section of the cadenza is one of the most stylistically unique passages in the
entire work. This is because it does not exist in a single style, but rather in a combined style
containing elements of baroque and modernist styles. Though the section at first appears to be a
flurry of atonality, it contains melodic and harmonic material from the second tonal area as well

as the 6-20 hexachord. The following analysis will use the transposed pitches from the
saxophone part rather than concert pitches.

Figure 50 – Top: Measures 182-197 of the first movement of Concerto Sonata. Bottom: The same passage analyzed
through tonal, atonal, and hexachordal analysis. The circled top notes indicate the melodic notes of the second
tonal area. The bottom notes in squares indicate the harmonic notes that supplement the melody. The remaining
notes are either a form of the 6-20 hexachord, a fragment of it, or a part of a whole tone scale.

Since there are tonal and atonal elements occurring simultaneously in this excerpt, the
passage will be discussed in four-measure increments. The melodic contour of the first four
measures falls and rises twice, with an accent on the first note of each measure. The high notes of
these first measures are D# and A#, while the low notes are B and F. The stress placed on these
four notes implies a harmony of B maj7 , despite the lack of any other harmonic features. Instead,
the descending passage between D# and B is the H3 form of the 6-20 hexachord. The ascension
between B and A# is a whole-tone scale starting on B, consisting entirely of whole-steps. The
next fall and rise is the H2 form and an Ab whole-tone scale, respectively. The four measures
that follow consist of three descending lines and a single ascending one that leads into the next
phrase, with similar emphasis placed on the high and low notes of each line. The high notes are
G#, A#, B, and G#, while the low notes repeat an E. The three descending lines between the high
and low notes are all subsets of the H2 form.
Combined, the emphasized pitches of the first eight measures imply a progression of
BMaj7 – E, in which the top notes (in circles in figure 50) create a variation of the second tonal
area and the bottom notes provide the root and harmony (in squares). Tonally, this variation
differs from the second tonal area (see figure 39) as the fractured melody begins on the third of
the chord, where the original melody starts on the seventh. However, the cycling fifths motion
from B to E in the variation is retained from the source material.
The last eight measures of the section use the same technique of alternating high and low
chord tones with the 6-20 hexachord and whole tone scales. This time, the outlined chord is F
major and the melody begins on the seventh, in order to connect the variation even more to the
original tonal area. While the implied chord is a tritone lower than the B maj7 in the first half, the
top melody, as well as the hexachord forms, subsets, and whole tone scales, are a step lower.

This was done to imply the baroque technique of sequencing, in which a short melody is
repeated at a different interval in the scale.
This complex combination of tonal and atonal elements was inspired from the second
half of Variation 4 in Rzewski’s The People United Will Never Be Defeated. While the first half
almost exclusively used forms of the 6-20 hexachord, the second half finds a return of the second
half of the tonal theme, which uses a sequence along the circle of fifths. Laura Melton’s analysis
of this passage shows the combination of the melodic and bass sequence in tenths with intense
rises and falls with the 6-20 hexachord.

Figure 51 – Measures 17-20 of Variation 4 of Frederic Rzewski The People United Will Never Be Defeated. Analysis by
Laura Melton.

The Second Tonal Area
The variation heard in the final section of the cadenza is one of the many variations of the
first movement’s second tonal area. This passage is incorporated and varied in all three
movements, as a means to thematically and melodically connect the work. The most important

aspect of its melody, which also opens with a tonal statement of the 3-5 trichord, is the fact that it
follows a progression of fifths. In its first statement seen in figures 11 and 39, the first eight
measures follow the progression of E-A-D-G. The use of a fifths progression is a subtle nod to
the theme used by Rzewski.

Figure 52 – Measures 26-30 of the second movement of Concerto Sonata. The transition from the atonal first section
into the tonal second section by means of the first movement’s second tonal area.

In the second movement, the melody is directly referenced in the transition to the tonal
second half (Figure 52, above). As discussed in figure 28, the final atonal measure of the first
section is treated as a Db7#5 to Gb Major. The shift into tonality is reinforced by the use of the
first movement’s second tonal area in order to give the impression of familiarity. I n this case the
melody is unchanged, however it is no longer in a bossa style as it was in the first movement.

Instead, it is combined with flowing harmonies akin to the Romantic era. The harmonic
progression is also unchanged, as it moves from Gb Major through the circle of fifths to Cb, E,
and A. This is the only instance of the melody in the second movement.
In the third movement, the melody receives much more diverse treatment. While it would
be redundant to discuss every occurrence, there are three important instances that represent how
the melody is treated in the rest of the movement. The first instance can be found near the end of
the first tonal area of the scherzo. Here, it is heard in the piano part as a countermelody to the
saxophone part. This is not unlike Liszt’s treatment of themes discussed in figures 15 and 43.

Figure 53 – Measures 37-40 of the third movement of Concerto Sonata. The piano uses the first movement’s second
tonal area melody thematically as a countermelody against the saxophone part.

In the piano part of the passage shown in Figure 53, the melody appears in the right hand ,
identified by the accented notes. As with the second movement’s use of the melody, this instance
retains its harmonic motion beginning on Cb major and moving to Fb major. The pseudovariation is embellished by a rhythmically complex bass part and a scalar saxophone melody.
This use of the melody is repeated in the recapitulation of the sonata form.
The next important use of the melody is found several measures later, in the transition
between the first and second tonal areas. This extremely virtuosic passage is, in fact, a variation

of the melody’s treatment in the first movement’s cadenza (see figure 50 above). This variation
could be seen as three different statements of the first two measures of the melody and a cadence
statement that is extended by one measure. The first two statements incorporate the 6-20
hexachord between melodic notes in the same manner as the cadenza. In this case, since the
piano provides the accompaniment, the only chord tones are melodic, signified by accents. The
following analysis will use concert pitch for ease of harmonic understanding.

Figure 54 – Measures 53-54 of the third movement of Concerto Sonata.

The first statement, above, displays the accented melody in circles. This variation, like
the cadenza, begins the melody on the third rather than the seventh. Between the chord tones, the
first 6-20 form used is H1, which gives way to H0. The two hexachords have the common tones
C#, F, and A, two of which are chord tones in D M7 . H1 contains the remaining pitches of the
chord, D and F#, as well as Bb. The chord tones in H1 help link the hexachord to its
accompanying chord, while the non-chord tones allow for H0, which has less common tones
with the chord, to sound less jarring. When G major arrives in the second measure, the pitches
between the melodic notes settle into G and F#, or the root and seventh of the chord.
The second statement receives similar treatment to the first. The main difference between
the two is the progression from E 9 to A, which contradicts the sequential fifths progression of the
original melody, as well as the melodic notes starting on the root of the chord (E) rather than the

third or seventh. This change in the melodic starting point allows the melody to still move by
step downwards, despite the progression moving up by step. The 6-20 forms in the first measure
of this progression, H0 and H3, contain the common tones C, E, and G#. As with the first
statement, this common augmented triad shares two pitches, E and G#, with the accompaniment.
Unlike the first statement, the H0 has no other common tones with the chord, while H1 also
shares a B. The second measure arpeggiates the fifth and third of A major in the non-melodic
tones.

Figure 55 – Top: Measures 55-56 of the third movement of Concerto Sonata. Bottom: Measures 57-58

The two important changes in the third statement are the removal of the hexachords and
the shift into a minor progression of B 7b9 to E minor. Instead of the 6-20 forms used in the first
two statements, the melodic pitch is pushed into the fourth beat to allow for an octatonic scale
(A, Bb, C, Db, Eb, Fb, Gb, G) to rise between them. The octatonic scale here and in the fourth
statement is used for several reasons. First, it acts as an opposite to the whole tone scales used in
the cadenza. Octatonic and Whole tone scales are similar in that they are symmetrical scales in

which every arpeggio is the same chord, either an augmented triad or a fully diminished seventh.
The octatonic scale also has precedence in jazz improvisation, as an octatonic scale that contains
the leading tone can often be used over a dominant chord.
The final purpose of the octatonic scale is to modulate to cadence in B minor. In the same
manner that Liszt would use the same diminished chord to modulate (see figure 13), the
octatonic scale used in the third statement is repeated in the fourth. In this statement, the Bb in
the scale is respelled to an A#, acting as the leading tone to B minor. The melodic tones in the
final set begin in a similar manner as the third set, but instead outline the new cadence, before
briefly extending the new, though short-lived key of B minor. This leads directly into the passage
discussed in figure 30.

Figure 56 – Measures 59-61 of the third movement of Concerto Sonata.

The final variation of the melody occurs in the transition to the second tonal area of the
sonata’s recapitulation in the third movement. Before the half-cadence leading to the second
tonal area, the melody is placed in the meter of 7/8, emphasized through syncopation, and heard
against a variant of the third movement’s thematic material (see figure 42) as a countermelody.
This variation ignores the circle of fifths element of the source material, instead featuring a
slowly descending bass line. The variation is only of the first two measures of the melody, which
starts on B (Ab transposed), falls a fourth to an F# (Eb), and then a third to D (Cb) instead of a

tritone as the original melody does. This brief melody continues through slight alterations to its
rhythmic and intervallic qualities, until the final chord of the variation, an F 7b5 , or V 7b5 /V in Eb
minor. This chord resolves into a dominant chord to lead into the second tonal area in the tonic
key.

Figure 57 – Measures 198-205 of the third movement of Concerto Sonata. The final variation of the first
movement’s second tonal area.

These transitional variations are used to allow the recurring melody to act as thematic
material in order to tonally connect each movement. Just as a repeated theme would tie a single
movement or piece together, the recurring tonal theme aids in the perception that the concerto is
a single unit, rather than a collection of three movements.
Conclusion
Variations, or rather the techniques used to create them, play an important role in the
construction of a coherent piece. They are used to alter a melody or theme into something that is

simultaneously new and familiar. These techniques are integral to the wide range of melodic and
thematic variations heard in Concerto Sonata.
Because of its nature as a poly-stylistic work, the concerto derives its techniques from the
tonal variations of Franz Liszt and Frederic Rzewski’s atonal ones. While many of these
variations are mono-stylistic, there are several poly-stylistic passages that bear similarities to
both tonal and atonal realms. The refusal to remain within a single style allows the work to freely
shift between tonal and atonal techniques, as well as between tonal, atonal, and poly-stylistic
variations of the same material.
Variation is also used to alter recurring thematic material, such as the atonal 3-5 trichord
or the tonal melody found in the second tonal area of the first movement. The incorporation of
these themes and their variants throughout the work connects the three movements together into
a single, cohesive unit.

Chapter 6: Conclusion
Concerto Sonata for Alto Saxophone and Piano represents a massive undertaking in polystylistic writing. Not only are its influences from a wide range of musical eras, but its integration
of these influences into a unique, conglomerate language gives the work its own distinctive
voice. This voice is one that makes an agreeing statement towards Leonard Meyer’s prediction
that there would me a number of surviving musical styles. Instead of a single style, Concerto
Sonata integrates many of them in order to simultaneously adhere to tradition and include
twentieth century techniques.
This integration can be seen in structures of each movement, all of which follow
traditional forms. The first movement’s concerto-sonata form takes root from the classical and
romantic concertos of the 1800’s. The second movement’s binary form stems from the baroque
era. The final movement, while an altered scherzo and trio form, derives its structure from
Liszt’s Scherzo and March. These traditional structural decisions are used to inform the musical
information presented in the work.
Harmonically, the work’s tonal influences from Liszt’s chromatic harmony and jazz are
combined with modal and minimal tonality, as well as atonal elements such as 12-tone and pitch
class sets. These elements are displayed in the work individually as well as in various
combinations with one another. Through the combination of these individual elements, certain
passages within the work are given their own unique sound and language.
The same combinations apply to the techniques used to create variation within the work.
Many of the themes and melodies of each movement were altered both tonally and atonally, in
order to create the most musical material from the least amount of information. These variations
ranged from stylistic variation, in which an unchanged melody is given a different style of

harmony, to true variations, in which the melody itself is altered and tweaked to create new
sounds. Techniques drawn from Franz Liszt’s were used to create tonal variations, while
Frederic Rzewski’s atonal techniques informed the opposite. These techniques found the most
use in the melody of the first movement’s second tonal area, which recurs throughout the entire
work.
As with the individual compositional elements that contribute to Concerto Sonata’s
postmodern language, the individual components discussed in this document – Structural,
Harmonic, Poly-stylistic, and Variation – are used to create a complex work that requires such
separation to fully understand. While this has not been a comprehensive examination of the
work, every unique aspect of the work’s composition has been discussed, as well as the
influences from which they drew.
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